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Critical behavior in an atomistic model for a bistable surface reaction:
CO oxidation with rapid CO diffusion
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We analyze critical behavior associated with the loss of bistability for an atomistic model for CO oxidation
on surfaces in the limit of infinite diffusion of CO. The model includes infinite nearest-neighbor repulsions
between adsorbed immobile O. We use a ‘‘hybrid’’ treatment incorporating a lattice-gas description of the O
adlayer, but tracking just the number of adsorbed CO~which are randomly distributed on non-O sites!. The
critical exponents obtained from a finite-size-scaling analysis onL3L site surfaces with periodic boundary
conditions show that the ‘‘hybrid’’ reaction model belongs to the mean-field universality class, despite strong
spatial correlations in the O adlayer. We also quantify finite-size effects in the global bifurcation diagram,
revealing a significant shift of the bistable region with decreasing system size. Our study elucidates fluctuation
effects observed in experiments of CO oxidation on the nanoscale facets of metal-field emitter tips.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.68.016212 PACS number~s!: 05.45.2a, 05.10.2a, 82.65.1r, 05.40.2a
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many studies of catalytic surface reactions in recent ye
have focused on bridging the ‘‘materials gap’’ between t
ditional ultrahigh vacuum surface science analyses on
tended single-crystal substrates and industrial catalysis t
cally involving nanoscale supported metal clusters@1#. The
question of how to appropriately model catalytic reactions
by no means trivial due to the very different length and tim
scales involved.

On themesoscale, behavior of catalytic reactions on ex
tended single-crystal substrates is well understood. Ra
diffusion of some adspecies ensures efficient local mix
facilitating application of mean-field~MF! rate equations to
effectively describe hysteresis and bifurcation behavior@2#,
and MF reaction-diffusion equations to describe pattern
mation on the scale of several microns@3#. On thenanoscale,
catalytic reactions have been studied on supported m
nanoclusters using conventional techniques@4,5#, on the
nanofacets of metal field emitter tips~FET’s! with field elec-
tron~ion! microscopy @6,7#, and on single-crystal surface
with scanning tunneling microscopy@8#. However, here fluc-
tuations may generate new effects not predicted by determ
istic MF rate or reaction-diffusion equations. Fluctuatio
induced transitions between the two states of a bista
system may occur for reactions on FET’s or supported m
clusters@6,7,9#, and bifurcation behavior can be modifie
e.g., shifting bistable regions and cusp points. The gen
topic of fluctuation effects in finite bistable reaction syste
has been explored extensively at the MF level using ma
equations, stochastic rate equations, or associated Fo
Planck equations@10–13#.

*Present address: Institut fu¨r Theoretische Physik, Physik
Department der TU Mu¨nchen, James-Franck St., D-85747 Garc
ing, Germany.
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On surfaces, strong interactions between adsorbed
ticles may lead to islanding or superlattice ordering in t
adlayer@14#. These effects, in addition to limited mobility o
some adspecies, can generate strong spatial correlatio
reactant adlayers. While conventional MF formulations ca
not treat these effects, they may be accurately describe
atomistic lattice-gas~LG! models@15,16#. Furthermore, for
reactions in nanoscale systems, such as the facets of a
which contain only a few hundred to a few thousand adso
tion sites, LG modeling is an ideal tool to analyze the role
both spatial correlations and fluctuations@5–7#. A basic
questionis whether fluctuation effects in LG modeling diffe
qualitatively from predictions of MF treatments. To addre
this issue, in this paper, we naturally focus on analyz
critical behaviornear a bifurcation point where fluctuation
are amplified.

Specifically, we will consider LG models for CO oxida
tion, which incorporate the appropriate Langmu
Hinshelwood mechanism~reversible adsorption of CO a
single empty sites, irreversible dissociative adsorption of2
at suitable pairs of empty sites, reaction of adjacent adsor
CO and O!. The earliest treatment of this type was the clas
Ziff-Gulari-Barshad~ZGB! model@17#, which ignored diffu-
sion and desorption of adsorbed CO, implemented O2 ad-
sorption on nearest-neighbor~NN! empty sites, and ne
glected all adsorbate interactions. We modify this model
include desorption and rapid diffusion of adsorbed CO, an
refined treatment of O2 adsorption reflecting strong interac
tions between neighboring adsorbed O@6,18,19#—all of
which are important features in the reaction.

Some key aspects of the behavior in these CO oxida
models for infinite systems are independent of their fin
details @16#, as we now describe. Forlow CO mobility
@16,17#, there is a discontinuous transition from a reacti
state ~with low CO coverage! to an inactive or near-CO
poisoned state~with high CO coverage! upon increasing CO
partial pressure, provided the CO desorption rate is sm
Metastability and hysteresis are weak. The disconti
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ous transition disappears at a ‘‘critical point’’ upon increa
ing CO desorption. Forhigh (or infinite) CO mobility
@16,18#, this discontinuous transition is replaced by bistab
ity ~corresponding to strong hysteresis observed in exp
ments!, so the system can exist either in a stable reac
state or in a stable inactive state. The region of the bistab
terminates at the critical cusp bifurcation point upon incre
ing CO desorption.

For either low or high mobility, fluctuation amplitude
increase dramatically upon approaching the~nonequilibrium!
critical point, analogous to behavior near the critical point
equilibrium systems. However, precise determination
critical behavior is nontrivial. Despite the apparent analo
between equilibrium and nonequilibrium behavior, a co
plete correspondence is not possible due to the absence
free energy and the lack of detailed balance in nonequ
rium systems. Nevertheless, recent LG studies of nonequ
rium critical behavior successfully employed some key c
cepts and techniques from equilibrium studies@universality
classes, finite-size scaling~FSS!# @20–24#. Of particular sig-
nificance is a study by Tome´ and Dickman @20#, which
showed that critical behavior in a ZGB-type model for C
oxidation withimmobileadsorbed CO~and O!, but including
CO desorption, was described by the Ising universality cla
However, typically hop rates for diffusing CO are many o
ders of magnitude greater than other relevant rates~for ad-
sorption, desorption, and reaction!, so of more practical rel-
evance is the determination of critical behavior forrapid ~or
infinite! CO diffusion. Above we noted the development
MF-type bistability with increasing CO mobility@16,18#.
This might suggest MF~rather than Ising! critical behavior.
However, a careful analysis of fluctuation behavior near
critical point is needed to confirm this speculation.

Thus, in the present work, we analyze critical behavior
a ‘‘hybrid’’ LG model for CO oxidation, which treats directly
behavior in the limit of infinite CO mobility. In Sec. II, we
describe this model and the associated coverage distribu
~or histograms!, which adopt a bimodal form in the bistab
region. The latter are characterized in terms of a Landau-t
effective potential or free energy, facilitating a precise fini
size scaling analysis. In Sec. III, we report our results
critical exponents, which assume MF values despite str
spatial correlations in the O adlayer, and also analyze
finite-size shifts of the global bifurcation diagrams. In Se
IV, we compare our results with traditional MF behavior, a
discuss more general models for CO oxidation with finite C
mobility. We also note that many aspects of fluctuation
havior studied here are accessible in experiments on FE
However, FET’s involve multiple facets which are not is
lated, but rather ‘‘weakly’’ coupled by CO diffusion, and th
impacts size-scaling behavior~see Appendix B!.

II. HYBRID REACTION MODEL
AND COVERAGE DISTRIBUTIONS

We now describe the ‘‘hybrid’’ lattice-gas model for C
oxidation @6,18,24# employed for this study. We use squa
lattices ofL3L adsorption sites with periodic boundary co
01621
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ditions. Below, ~gas! and ~ads! denote gas and adsorbe
states, respectively.

~i! CO~gas! adsorbs onto single empty sites at the ratepCO
per site, and desorbs at the rated. CO~ads! hops to nearby
empty sites, and here we consider only the regime of i
nitely mobile CO~ads!. We also neglect interactions betwee
CO~ads! and other CO~ads! and O~ads!, so the distribution of
CO~ads! on sites not occupied by O~ads! is random. Thus, it
suffices to adopt a ‘‘hybrid’’ simulation procedure@18,25#,
where we track only the total number of CO~ads!, but incor-
porate a full lattice-gas description of the distribution
O~ads!.

~ii ! O2~gas! adsorbs dissociatively at the impingement ra
pO2

per site. To account for very strong NN O~ads!-O~ads!
repulsions, we invoke an ‘‘eight-site rule’’@26,27# wherein
O2~gas! adsorbs only at diagonal NN empty sites, provid
that the additional six sites adjacent to these are not occu
by O~ads!. Also, O~ads! is immobile, cannot desorb, and thu
never occupies adjacent sites of the lattice.

~iii ! Adjacent pairs of CO~ads! and O~ads! react at the rate
k to form CO2~gas!, which desorbs immediately.

As in previous studies, we setpCO1pO2
5k51 and con-

sider system behavior as a function ofp5pCO with pO2
51

2pCO. For our analysis, we define the coverage of adsor
species of the typeJ5CO ~O! as uJ5NJ /L2, whereNJ is
the number of the adsorbed CO~O! particles. The time-
averaged steady-state coverages are denoted by^uJ&.

To place this study in a broader context, one could c
sider a LG model for CO oxidation, which differs from th
hybrid model only through incorporation of a finite CO ho
rateh. Such a model is characterized by a diffusion leng
Rdiff;h1/2, for largeh. Thus, our hybrid treatment letsRdiff
→` at the outset~and in certain analysessubsequentlylets
L→`). Therefore, the hybrid model always treats the
gime whereL!Rdiff .

The key quantity considered in our analysis is a redu
version of the steady-state distributionP(NCO,NO), describ-
ing the joint probability of havingNCO CO~ads! and NO
O~ads! on the surface@28#. In terms ofP(NCO,NO), average
coverages can be written as

^uJ&5 (
NCO,NO

uJP~NCO,NO!. ~1!

Further, one can consider reduced distributions such as

P~NCO!5(
NO

P~NCO,NO!,

so that

^uCO&5(
NCO

uCOP~NCO!. ~2!

When the parameters (p,d) correspond to the bistable regio
~for a givenL), the distributionsP(NCO,NO) and P(NCO)
are bimodal, with the two peaks corresponding to the re
tive and inactive states@28#. To recover this behavior in
2-2
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CRITICAL BEHAVIOR IN AN ATOMISTIC MODEL FOR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 016212 ~2003!
simulation data, one must analyze time series for the co
ages for sufficiently long times that the system can m
many noise-induced transitions between these states. In
scribing the behavior of the reaction model, it is helpful
draw analogy with equilibrium magnetic systems. Roug
speaking, the CO desorption rated is a temperature-like vari
able, andpCO is an external field-like variable. For infinit
~large! systems, bistability~or hysteresis! occurs for a range
of p values whend,dc , the critical value of the CO desorp
tion rate, and disappears whend.dc . Correspondingly, for
finite ~small! systems,P(NCO,NO) should exhibit a transi-
tion from bimodal to monomodal distribution atdc(L),
which, in general, depends onL. In Fig. 1~a!, we show this
behavior forP(NCO) for L530: two peaks are evident fo
d50.051 andd50.0525 @below dc(L)50.0531], but only
one peak ford50.0533@abovedc(L)]. The value ofpCO is
chosen to be at the ‘‘midpoint’’ of the bistable region@for
d,dc(L)] so that the distributionsP(NCO) is near symmet-
ric. However, unlike in the magnetic systems, there is
explicit symmetry so that one can easily identify the ‘‘mi
point’’ of the bistable or bimodal region, and the distributio
is generally asymmetric even at the midpoint.

Clearly, a challenge in our study of the criticality of C
oxidation is the need to locate the critical point in the tw
dimensional~2D! (p,d)-parameter space. Further, this mu
be done for variousL in our finite-size-scaling analyses
Also, computationally efficient histogram reweighting met
ods, applicable for equilibrium systems@29#, do not apply

FIG. 1. ~a! Probability distribution for the CO coverage in th
hybrid reaction model withL530; ~b! the corresponding effective
potential.
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due to the lack of a free energy. It is apparent that we nee
optimum strategy to analyze noisy data for probability d
tributions such asP(NCO) ~for variousL) to precisely dis-
cern the subtle transition from a bimodal to monomod
form. To this end, it will be convenient to introduce an e
fective potential~mimicking a thermodynamic free energy!
defined by@11–13,28#

fL~uCO!52L22ln rL~uCO!, ~3!

whererL(uCO)5L2P(NCO) is normalized under integration
over continuous coverage variableuCO as L→`. Also,
fL(uCO) has a ‘‘weak’’ L dependence, but converges to
well-defined limiting form as L→`. From Eq. ~3!,
rL(uCO)5exp@2L2fL(uCO)# adopts a Boltzmann-like form
so clearly the effective potentialfL has a double-well form
in the bistable regime, the minima corresponding to
stable states@12,28# ~see, Sec. III A for more details!.

III. FINITE-SIZE-SCALING RESULTS

A. Finite-size shift in the critical point and the shift
exponentl

Our goal here is to determine the behavior asL→` of the
coordinates„pc(L),dc(L)… of the cusp point in the (pCO,d)
plane. It is expected that the shift of the critical point due
finite system sizes has a scaling form@30#

dc~L !2dc~`!;L2l

and

pc~L !2pc~`!;L2l, ~4!

as L→`, wherel is the shift exponent. Most commonly
l51/n, wheren is the correlation exponent@30#. For the 2D
Ising model,n51. Tomé and Dickman@20# show thatl
51 for the ~zero CO mobility! ZGB model modified to in-
corporate CO desorption, and conclude that the nonequ
rium reactive-inactive transition belongs to the Ising univ
sality class.

Our procedure to locate the critical~or cusp! point ~for
eachL) involves analysis of simulation data for the effectiv
potential~3!, which we fit by adopting a quartic Landau-typ
form @31#

fL~uCO!'a01a1duCO1a2~duCO!21a4~duCO!4, ~5!

where duCO5uCO2uCO
S , and the ‘‘symmetric’’ coverage

uCO
S is determined by requiring vanishing of the cubic term

the expansion offL(uCO). The parameteruCO
S and also the

coefficientsai depend ond andpCO ~as well as onL). One
natural way to define the critical point@pc(L),dc(L)# for
finite L is to requirea15a250.

More specifically, our procedure~for eachL) includes the
following steps.

~a! For a givend value~and some selectedpCO), from the
probability distribution~2!, we obtain the effective potentia
~3! and fit to the quartic form~5! to obtainuCO

S andai .
2-3
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~b! Repeat~a! for different pCO to obtaina1(pCO,d) ver-
suspCO. Determine thepCO value wherea1(pCO,d)50 and
denote it bypCO

eq . Record the corresponding value fora2 as
a2

eq(d).
~c! Repeat~a! and ~b! for variousd to find wherea2

eq(d)
50. Then, with d5dc(L), steps ~a! and ~b! give pCO
5pc(L) whena1„pCO,dc(L)…50.

Our approach here is similar to that used by Orkoul
Fisher, and Panagiotopoulos@32# in a recent study of criti-
cality in equilibrium fluid systems. Other systematic a
proaches of locating ‘‘equistability’’ or ‘‘symmetry’’ loci in a
two-parameter plane are also considered in that work.
equistability-type conditiona1(pCO

eq ,d)50 gives approxi-
mately an equal-height two-peak distribution inP(NCO). In
Appendix A, we discuss alternative prescriptions forpCO

eq .
In Fig. 2, we plot as a function of 1/L2 the finite-size

critical valuespc(L) anddc(L) obtained using the procedur
described above. Values ofdc5 0.5464~2!, 0.5312~2!,
0.05269~2!, 0.05262~3! and pc50.41451(3), 0.41360~2!,
0.41327~3!, 0.41326~4! for L516, 32, 64, 128, respectively
are fit very well by Eq.~4! with l52, and yield estimates o
dc50.0526 andpc50.4132 forL→`. Thel52 result is in
clear contrast to that of Tome´ and Dickman@20# for immo-
bile adsorbates. It agrees with the prediction of a MF po
lation model, as discussed further below. This suggests
our ‘‘hybrid’’ CO oxidation model for infinite CO mobility
exhibits MF behavior. However, one should also check ot
critical exponents.

FIG. 2. ~a! dc and ~b! pc vs 1/L2 for L58 –128 with linear fit
corresponding tol52.
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B. Critical exponents b and g

Denoting t5(d2dc), a physical quantityKL ~e.g., suit-
able order parameters, fluctuation amplitudes! that exhibits
algebraic singularity in infinite systems, i.e.,K`;t2r, satis-
fies the following FSS form:

KL;Lru f ~ tLu!, ~6!

with f (x);x2r for x@1, and whereu is an exponent mea
suring the rounding of the singularity due to finite-size e
fects. Standard FSS hypothesis predictsu51/n; however, for
MF critical behavior, it can be shown thatu5D/2 @33#,
where D is the dimensionality of the system. Nonethele
for D52, both the Ising~wheren51) and the MF behavior
give u51. Therefore, we have whent50,

xL[L2~^uCO
2 &2^uCO&2!;Lg ~7!

and

ML[^uuCO2^uCO&u&;L2b, ~8!

whereg51 andb51/2 for the MF criticality, andg53/2
andb51/8 for the Ising criticality in two dimensions.

We have performed extensive simulations to determ
ML and xL for different system sizes,L58,16, . . . . Then,
utilizing values for pairs of sizesL1 and L2, the critical
exponents in the limitd→dc ~or t→0) are estimated from

b5
ln ML1

2 ln ML2

ln L22 ln L1
,

g5
ln xL1

2 ln xL2

ln L12 ln L2
. ~9!

Table I shows the results calculated from Eq.~9!, usingL1
5L2/25L. Note that the values obtained forb(g) lie close
to 0.5 ~1.0!, which is consistent with MF behavior.

C. Finite-size shift in global bifurcation diagrams

Rather than just identifying the cusp point (pc ,dc), a glo-
bal bifurcation diagram maps out the region of bistabil
p2(d),p5pCO,p1(d), for eachd,dc , wherep2(d) and
p1(d)→pc , asd→dc ~from below!. The finite-size shift of
the cusp point coordinates shown in Fig. 2 implies a fini
size shift of the entire bifurcation diagram, a feature that
will quantify here. First, we provide a more detailed chara
terization of behavior atp6 . For fixedd,dc , the bimodal

TABLE I. Critical exponents obtained from finite-size-scalin
analysis. Uncertainties:60.03.

L g b

8 0.98 0.51
16 0.99 0.50
32 1.01 0.49
64 1.00 0.49
2-4
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probability distributionrL(uCO) becomes increasingly asym
metric as one approaches the boundaries of the bistabl
gion, one of the two maxima disappearing atp6 . Corre-
spondingly, the effective potentialfL(uCO) also becomes
more asymmetric, one of the two wells disappearing atp6 .
Thus, the following efficient procedure to determinep6 can
be developed based on our quartic fits~5! to fL(uCO).

First, we note that as one crosses out of the bistable
gion, there is a transition from three local extrema~two
minima and one maxima! to one local extremum~a mini-
mum! in fL(uCO). Correspondingly, there is a transitio
from three real roots to one real root of the cubic polynom
equation

dfL~uCO!/duCO'a112a2duCO14a4~duCO!350.
~10!

This transition is conveniently signaled by a change in s
~from positive to negative! of the polynomial discriminant,

D352
1

2 S a2

a4
D 3

2
27

16S a1

a4
D 2

5
1

2 Ua2

a4
U3

2
27

16S a1

a4
D 2

, ~11!

given thata2,0 in the bistable region~and a4.0). The
increase in asymmetry offL(uCO), as quantified byua1u,
causes the second term to grow and eventually dominate
first term in D3. Thus, specifically, our procedure for eac
d,dc is to determineai(pCO), and thusD3(pCO), for sev-
eral values ofpCO. Then, we estimatep6 from the require-
ment thatD3(pCO5p6)50. As an aside, we note that fo
the discussion in Sec. III A, it was convenient to choos
‘‘symmetric’’ coverage that reducedfL(uCO) to a form
where the cubic term was absent. However, for the cur
analysis, this yields no computational advantage. The gen
form of fL(uCO) including a cubic term produces a quadra
term in Eq.~10!. However, the edges of the bistable regi
are still indicated by vanishing of the appropriate discrim
nant for this more general cubic polynomial, although t
interpretation of this discriminant is less transparent than
Eq. ~11!.

In Fig. 3, we plot the calculated regions of bistability f
L58, 16, and 32. The striking size effect observed here
substantial expansion of the bistable region with decrea
L, showing the importance of the large fluctuations in sm

FIG. 3. Bifurcation diagrams showing the bistable region in
hybrid reaction model for variousL.
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size systems. This effect is reflected in Fig. 4 where
size-induced evolution of the reduced probability distributi
is shown at a fixed point (d50.053,pCO50.410) in param-
eter space, exhibiting a transition from the bistable state
L58 to the stable reactive state with the lower CO covera
for L532. It should be noted that there exist previous d
tailed studies of finite-size shifts in bifurcation diagrams f
bistable systems, but only at the MF level@10#.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

We have studied criticality in a ‘‘hybrid’’ lattice-gas
model for CO oxidation incorporating infinite diffusion o
adsorbed CO. The results for the critical exponents obtai
from a finite-size-scaling analysis show that this model
longs to the mean-field universality class, despite the str
spatial correlations in the O adlayer. This behavior is con
tent with observed bistability for the hybrid reaction mod
in infinite systems@18#, and with the persistence of a doubl
well effective potential asL→` ~for d,dc) @28#. This con-
trasts behavior for reaction models with immobile ads
bates, which exhibit Ising criticality, and where the doub
well nature of the effective potential disappears asL→` ~for
d,dc). The above differences demonstrate the importa
of incorporating~realistic! rapid CO diffusion in modeling
CO oxidation on surfaces.

Furthermore, we see that the presence of rapid diffus
validates~at least qualitatively! traditional MF studies~using
master equations, Langevin-type rate equations, or Fok
Plank equations! of noise effects in nanoscale reaction sy
tems. Such studies based on MF master equations pro
detailed insight into the effective potential~at least for single
variable systems!, and reveal a system size dependence
the form @34#

fL~uCO!5f0~uCO!1L22f1~uCO!1•••. ~12!

Form ~12! is consistent with finite-size scaling of form~4!
with l52. Furthermore, we reiterate that such studies h
been exploited to characterize analytically finite-size shifts
the bifurcation diagram@10,12#, producing results similar to
those presented in Sec. III C. Finally, we note that this res
is obtained in situations where boundary effects are m

FIG. 4. Probability distribution for the CO coverage whend
50.053 andpCO50.410 for variousL.
2-5
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PAVLENKO et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 016212 ~2003!
mized~e.g., using periodic boundary conditions!. For a real-
istic alternative scenario, see Appendix B.

For a more comprehensive understanding of the crit
behavior in LG models for CO oxidation, it is natural
explore behavior in a modified version of the model cons
ered here, which incorporates a finite CO hop rateh. As
noted in Sec. II, such a model is characterized by a diffus
lengthRdiff;h1/2 for largeh. It is thus tempting to make an
analogy with equilibrium LG models with attractive intera
tions ~or ferromagnetic Ising-type models! where the inter-
action rangeRint is variable. In such equilibrium models, on
finds a crossover from Ising to MF critical behavior wi
increasingRint @35#. Thus, one might expect a correspondi
crossover in reaction models with increasingRdiff . Such a
correspondence is confirmed by an analysis using more
fined finite-size-scaling procedures, presented in detail e
where@36#. See also Ref.@37# for sample results for the cas
h52.

It is worth noting that using the Landau-type form of e
fective potential Eq.~5! does not bias us toward MF resul
even though the Landau free energy is the basis for
theories of phase transitions. Using the same approach
demonstrate Ising behavior for the reaction model with fin
~small! CO diffusion @37#. Utility of this approach is further
demonstrated in the numerical study of equilibrium pha
transitions@see Eq.~2.21! of Ref. @32##.

Finally, we recall that our study of finite-size effects o
fluctuations and critical behavior inL3L site nanoscale re
action systems was motivated by the experimental studie
CO oxidation on metal FET’s@6,7#. Such studies can prob
many aspects of the coverage distributions explored h
~e.g., variation of asymmetry upon scanning the bistable
gion, dependence on system size, scaling approachingdc).
However, in reality, such FET’s consist of several nanosc
facets of different orientations and reactivities for which t
reaction is at least weakly coupled by interfacet diffusion
CO @6,7,38#. Such coupling leads to additional finite-siz
shifts in cusp points and bifurcation diagrams. Since th
could be as significant as the fluctuation-induced shifts
cussed above, we provide some analysis of these effec
Appendix B for a simple two-facet model. Our approa
here in locating the critical point of finite systems proves
be quite effective even in situations where statistics of sim
lations data is limited~compared with what can be achieve
in equilibrium systems!. The approach, therefore, can also
used for experimental studies.
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APPENDIX A: DETERMINATION OF EQUISTABILITY
IN FINITE SYSTEMS

In our determination of the critical point in Sec. III A fo
systems with finite sizeL, we first locate an ‘‘equistability’’
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pressurepCO
eq (d) inside the bistable regionp2<pCO<p1

based on one specific criterion. This approximately cor
sponds to equal peak heights~for d,dc) for P(NCO). We
then monitor behavior asd→dc . It should be noted tha
various nonequivalent criteria exist forpCO

eq (d) when d
,dc(L), e.g., equal peak heights forP(NCO) versus equal
populations of the two stable states. However, asL→`, all
reasonable choices converge more rapidly than critical fin
size effects. For our analysis, the specific choice is not
portant, as one just needs some consistent recipe to appr
the critical point from within the bistable region.

We note that for bistable CO oxidation models with fini

FIG. 5. ~a! Bifurcation diagrams showing two bistable region
for the two-facet hybrid reaction model withL560; ~b! dc

2 and~c!
pc

2 vs 1/L2 for the two-facet hybrid reaction model forL
530–120. Solid squares are simulation results, while open squ
correspond to analytic results within the pair approximation.
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diffusion lengthRdiff , there is a different equistability crite
rion, based on stationarity of planar chemical wave sepa
ing the two stable states in systems withL@Rdiff @16,39–41#.
At first glance, there is an apparent mismatch between
two criteria. The criterion based on stationarity of plan
chemical wave depends on the details of CO diffusion~e.g.,
coverage dependence! @16#, while the criterion based on
equal-height distribution is insensitive to the details of C
diffusion for L!Rdiff . However, the equistability based o
the equal-height distribution criterion will depend on deta
of CO diffusion whenL*Rdiff , and we expect the two cri
teria to match whenL@Rdiff @16#.

APPENDIX B: TWO-FACET CO OXIDATION MODEL

As in Ref. @38#, we extend the hybrid reaction model to
system of two facets, labeledi 51,2, both of sizeL3L ad-
sorption sites with periodic boundary conditions. These h
the same reaction parameters, except for different oxy
sticking coefficients,sO

1 and sO
2 , and are coupled by CO

diffusion. Assume that diffusive transfer of CO from facei
to j occurs by hopping at microscopic ratehmicro of CO at the
edge of faceti across a common boundary of lengthL to
empty edge sites on facetj. Then, the corresponding rate o
gain of uCO

j from interfacet diffusion satisfiesd/dtuCO
j ( i

→ j )'hi j uCO
i (12uCO

j 2uO
j ), where the interfacet transpo

ratehi j 5hmicro/L has an explicitL dependence@38#. When
sO

1 50.7, sO
2 51.0, andhmicro50.6, the bifurcation diagram o
n
n,

Im

n

.

s

01621
t-

e
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n

the entire system for largeL exhibits two bistable regions
region j corresponding to two stable states with very diffe
ent uCO

j @see Fig. 5~a!#.
To determine the size-dependent critical points (pc

1 ,dc
1)

and (pc
2 ,dc

2) terminating bistability regions 1 and 2 in th
(pCO,d) plane, we perform an analysis of theP(NCO

i ) analo-
gous to Sec. III A. Figures 5~b, c! show results forpc

2 anddc
2

vs 1/L2, depicted by full squares. Sincehi j →0, for L→`,
the interfacet coupling becomes negligible, and the val
pc

2(L) anddc
2(L) approach the single-facet valuespc anddc

for the infinite L. However, we note the strong nonline
variation withL22 for smaller sizes,L,60, and thatpc

2(L)
anddc

2(L) increase with increasingL, both features contrast
ing the behavior in the single-facet case.

We claim that both these features are deterministic in
gin, reflecting theL dependence of the diffusive coupling
This L dependence dominates the fluctuation-mediated lin
scaling with L22 observed for a broad range ofL in the
single-facet case. Support for this claim comes from
analysis of the deterministic rate equations for facet cov
ages obtained in a Kirkwood-type pair approximation, b
including coupling due to interfacet diffusion@38#. Results
are shown in Figs. 5~b, c! together with the exact behavio
The variation ofpc

2(L) and dc
2(L) with L is qualitatively

similar to the ‘‘exact’’ simulation results, the shift in absolu
values occurring because the pair approximation does
exactly recover the cusp point for infiniteL.
e,
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